ADJUSTABLE ALUMINUM GANTRY CRANE - AHA-6-8-12

*** ANY ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, OR OMISSIONS MUST BE CORRECTED ON THIS DRAWING AS THIS DRAWING WILL BE CONSIDERED ALL INCLUSIVE ***

ALL GRAPHICS PROVIDED ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. IF CERTAIN DIMENSIONS ARE CRITICAL PLEASE VERIFY THOSE DIMENSIONS WITH YOUR SALESPERSON

STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL NUMBER IS AHA-6-8-12
CAPACITY IS 6,000 LBS.
BASE WIDTH IS 64 11/16" 
MAX OVERALL HEIGHT IS 156"
I-BEAM HEIGHT IS 10"
I-BEAM FLANGE WIDTH IS 4 11/16"
OVERALL I-BEAM LENGTH IS 96"
USABLE I-BEAM LENGTH IS 72 1/4"
ADJUSTABLE UNDER I-BEAM HEIGHT
122" MIN 
146"MAX
HEIGHT IS ADJUSTABLE IN 6" INCREMENTS
CASTERS: (4) Ø8" X 3" WIDE PHENOLIC SWIVEL CASTERS WITH FOUR LOCKING POSITIONS
ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"

VESTIL MANUFACTURING

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
PROJECT SIGN OFF

SALES
DRAWN BY: ND
DATE: 03/25/11
SALES: X

ENG.
REFERENCE: X
SCALE: 1:42

FAB.

POWER
QUOTED LEAD TIME: X
QUOTE #: 28-007-254

APPROX WEIGHT: 602 lbs.
DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!!